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Abstract
This paper provides highly reliable security mechanism in online
process. This paper is fully concentrating on User Authentication
.If we are allowing authenticated users only to access the process
means most of the security problem will be solved .This paper
increases the amount of authentication checking process .This
paper introduces authentication verification process in two levels
(L1,L2). In the authentication Level 1, it uses Imagen Values.
Users are generating these Imagen key values by selecting
hotspot positions on images. Authentication Level 2 uses two
Alpha Numeric codes namely, TCG, ITC. These codes are highly
secured and reliable because, these code values are created using
users direct interference. On the success of authentication Level1
only ITC will be generated by using TCG and with the user’s
Biometrische key values. This ITC is valid only for particular
time span. Using ITC Authentication Level 2 is verified.
Keywords
TCG- Transaction Code Generator, ITC- Individual Transaction
Code, CAPTCHA-Complete Automated Public Turing Tells To
Computer and Human Apart
I. Introduction
A foundation talk in security is to create cryptographic primitives
based on hard mathematical problems that are computational
intractable using hard AI (Artificial Intelligence) problems
for security is initially proposed is an exciting new paradigm.
Under this paradigm, the most important primitives invented
is CAPTCHA which distinguishes humans from computers by
displaying a challenge, (i.e.) a puzzle beyond the capability of
computers but easy for humans CAPTCHA is now a standard
internet security methodology to protect online attacks. In this
paper, we implement two level of Authentication where Imagen
Values and Biometrische values are used.
A. Imagen Key Values
Imagen values means that clue click points on the images.
Generation of Imagen values is happened during registration
phase. Here five Imagen values generated. This Imagen values
are processed on the basis of x and y axis point values of the
images. During the login phase if the Imagen values are wrongly
selected or clicked it shows an error message and proceeds back
to the login page.
B. Biometrische Key Values
Biometrische key value means user finger print values. These
key values generated during the registration the process. And
these bometrische key values are used to generate ITC. This
Biometrische values are highly reliable because without users it
cannot be created.
C. Transaction Code Generator
It is a 4 digit alphanumeric code. This TCG generated using the
beneficiary name, account number and the transaction time. This
TCG are needed to generate ITC.
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D. Individual Transaction Code
It is 6 digit alphanumeric codes. This ITC generated using TCG
and Biometrische values. This code is session based. Because
it is valid only for particular time period (15 Minutes) and after
that time period ITC will be expired. This ITC is highly secure it
cannot be created without direct user presence.
II. Related Work
For the implementation of this paper, we have reference with
below related ideas. First and foremost, the user is validated with
a username. If the user name is already registered, then it displays
the registered imagens and verifies the point values of the imagen
[3]. If the imagen values are correct, and co-ordinates are verified,
the user profile details are displayed. If the user is a new user, then
registration should be done first. Otherwise the user name do not
match with the user’s name with the database then the page will
be directed to the login page
A. Existing System
In the existing system, a security primitive based on hard AI
problms which is called CaRP (Captcha as Graphical Password).
CaRP is click-based graphical passwords where a hotspot s clicked
in a sequence of images [1,4]. In CaRP, the user has to register
their name, mail-id, password and five images where the user
has to click the key point which is already registered. In this
paper, only one authentication level is used which can be insecure
in future times. In existing One Time Password (OTP) used as
second level authentication. OTP is alphanumeric codes [11]. This
OTP code is generated and sent to the registered mobile number,
but the disadvantage is that if the mobile phone network is not
available means OTP will not be received, even though the OTP
is generated and sent. This OTP is session based Key. Due to
the mobile network problem, sometimes it reaches the user after
session period. So OTP becomes invalid. Another disadvantage
is if the hacker theft the user mobile phone means hacker can
use the users account. Even though OTP is a highly secure it can
be hacked.
IV. Experimental Work
A. Proposed Work
In our proposed work, we are going to provide a hybrid security
primitive to make the authentication more secure and reliable.
We introduce two level authentication method where Imagen and
Biometrische values are used.
In authentication L(1), the user has to login by their user name if
they are already registered. During the login, registered images
will be displayed to the user in order to view the user profile. If
the first Imagen value is correctly selected means it proceeds with
the next Imagen and also if the second Imagen values are also
selected correctly means the user has to enter the text password
that will be registered during registration. If the user has entered
the wrong text password it shows an error message and redirects
to the login page. If the user has entered the correct password, it
displays the user profile details. The user profile has all the details
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regarding the user account.
If the user opts for money transfer in the given options, they have
to click generate TCG icon. TCG (Transaction code Generator)
is a 4 digit alpha numeric code which is based on user account
number, beneficiary account number and time & date. The TCG
will be displayed in the screen within some seconds and a link
will be sent the user’s mail id. The user has to login into their
mail and open that link. That link redirects to a page where the
TCG code has to be entered and ask randomly two fingerprints.
If the entered TCG and two finger prints are correct, it generates
ITC (Individual transaction code). The ITC is an alpha numeric
code which is completely based on TCG code, two finger prints
and date & time of the transaction. The ITC will be generated
for each and every transaction of the user. The ITC is similar to
TCG code as it will valid till two hours from the time the code
is generated.
In Authentication L(2), the user has to enter their account number,
beneficiary account number, amount to be transferred, and ITC.
If all the above details are entered correctly, the amount will be
transferred to the beneficiary. But if any one of the details is
entered wrongly it shows an error message and redirects back to
the login page. It also sends a notification message to the user’s
mail id that your account was accessed. Only 3 attempts will be
provided for each user, if login attempts are wrong the user’s
access will restricted for 24 hours.

C. Generation Of Imagen Key Values Phase
After the registration, the users have to create Imagen key values.
Users have to create 5 imagen key values. Imagen key values
means that clue click points on images. So the users should click
on the image to create key values in all the five registered Imagen
key values. The key values will be processed based on the x and
y axis values. At the time of login the users have to give the same
imagen values what they have given during generation of Imagen
values. The registered imagen key values information are stored
in the database.

V. System Design

E. Generation of TCG Phase
The money transfer opens a new page and has an option as generate
TCG which will be generated. The TCG is a 4 digit alpha numeric
code which is based on the account number, beneficiary account
number and time & date. The TCG code will be generated within
some seconds and will be displayed in the user screen. During
the generation of TCG, it will also dispatch a link to the user’s
registered mail. That link proceeds to a web page, where the user
has to enter the TCG code and two Biometrische values have to be
verified. The Biometrische values may be of any two fingerprints
like left thumb, right index etc.

Fig. 1:
A. List of Phases
It contains six phases
• Registration phase
• Generation of Imagen key phase
• Authentication l (1)-using Imagen key
phase
• Generation of TCG phase
• Generation of ITC phase
• Authentication l(2)-Biometrische key phase
B. Registration Phase
In the registration phase, the user has to register the primary details
like user name, mail-id, mobile no, address, account number,
branch number as well as user asked register the biometrische
values. Biometrische values means that user’s then finger print
values. Here use mail id, contact number, account number and
biometrische values are mandatory and user have to give the exact
details. As in the upcoming phases, process will communicate with
users through this. After the registration a notification message will
be sent the user’s mail id and mobile number that your registration
is successful.
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D. Authentication L(1) - Using Imagen Key Values
Phase
The user has to login their profile using user name. If the user
is registered already, it displays the Image registered during the
registration. The user has to give the correct imagen values. In
order to give the correct imagen values, it proceeds with the text
password. And if the text password is correctly entered, it login into
the users account and can view all the details like last transaction,
available balance, credited amount, paid bills, money transaction,
etc., Suppose the user the give wrong imagen values three times
means, the account will be blocked for next 24 hours and the
information will be sent to the user registered contact number
and mail id. If the user has to transfer money from their account,
they have to opt for money transaction option.

E. Generation of ITC Phase
If the user is verified successfully, it proceeds with the generation
of ITC. ITC is generated for the individual money transaction
of the user. The ITC is a 6 digit alpha numeric code which is
completely based on TCG code, user biometrische values and
date & time of the user’s transaction. The ITC is also similar to
TCG code which is valid only for particular time span.
F. Authentication L(2)-Biometrische Key Phase
In authentication L(2), the user has to enter the generated ITC,
beneficiary account number, amount to be transferred. If all the
details are correctly entered, mentioned amount will be transferred
to the beneficiary. If not entered correctly, then user will be
displayed with an error message and the page will be redirected
to the login page. If the user is redirected to login page for more
than 3 times, their access to login will be restricted for next 24
hours and the notification message will be sent to the user’s id
that your account was blocked.
VI Conclusion
In this paper, Two level of authentication checking is used. The
imagen key values and biometrische key values plays major role
in these two level of authentication verification process. These
two key values are graphical passwords. In overall, this concept
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one step ahead in existing security process because these two key
values will not be created users direct interference.
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